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SUMMARY

Three exit-nozzle-afterbodyconfigurations were investigated in the
Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel at Mach numbers of 2.0, 1.6,
and 0.6 and over a range of pressure ratio. The three nozzles used ti-
cluded one convergent and two convergent-divergenttypesj the latter
having expansion ratios of 1.44 and”l.83, respectively. All boattam
were of a parabolic contour, and base regions were kept small.

‘y
~ Study of the total afterbody-drag values at supersonic speeds indi-
8 cated that over most of the high-pressure-ratio range increasing the noz-

zle design expansion ratio increases the drag even though the boattail
area is reduced.

The influence of the jet on boattail drag was very pronounced; for
instsmce, at a free-stresm Mach muiber of 1.6} @anges in boattail pres-
sures were experienced as far forward as 1 jet diameter. M a free-
stresm Mach nmiber of 0.6, the jet effect was propagated over all the
boattail surface.

Base pressure was strongly affected by the interaction of the ex-
ternal flow and the internal jet stream. For all three configurations,
increasing the pressure ratio from a jet-off condition first caused the
base drag to increase and then to decrease} finally producing a negative
drag. In general, base pressure was decreased with increase of angle of
attack.

Increasing the pressure ratio tended to increase slightly the total-
drag increment caused by angle-of-attack operation.
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IN’’lRODUCTION
s

Considerable work has been done on the--lerbcdy drag of -ious
axially symmetric configurations with and without blunt bases (refs. 1
to 6}. Later investigations {refs. 7 to .10],h which all.or part of
the blunt base has been replaced by an exhaust nozzle or bleed holes,
have shown that considerable reduction in afterbody drag can be obtatied
because of the -presenceof flow in the base region.

—
——

Greater knowledge of the magnitude of the effects of internal flow 8
upon s&erbody drag is becoming mandatory tith the increasing demands g

qsed upon the perfo~ce of supersonic airphmes and missiles. The
flight speeds associated with these vehicles are usually coincident with ““”‘“ ‘
a wide pressure-ratio range across the nozzle of the propulsion equip-
ment. The nozzle and afterbody configuration must be one which combines
these ccr.uponentsinto a confi~ation tith opttium thrust-minus-drag

.-

characteristics. For a given throat area, changes in nozzle-~ansion
ratio often require geometrical changes in boattail geometry. Since the
afterbody drag can be a large percentage of.the total tiag of airplane~ ~ =
and missiles, these boattail changes must be carefully evaluated.

This report presents the results of an investigation undertaken in
d

the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel to study the effects of
nozzle-expansion ratios on afterbody drag. One convergent and two #
convergent-divergentnozzles were used in con$mction with parabolic
external boattail fairings. The nozzle-expansion ratios were 2.00, 1.44,
and 1.83 and correspond to desi~ pressure @ios (inlet total pressure
divided.by average exit static pressure) of ~1.89, 5.75, and 9.10, and
average exit Mach nuuibersof <1.OO, 1.80, and 2.10, respectively, for
a ratio of specific heats of 1:4 and isentropic flow.

These exit configurationswere studied over a range of nozzle pres-
sure ratio from jet off to values in excess of 12 at free-stresm ~ch
numbers of 2.0, 1.6, and 0.6. Some data at angles of attack of 4° and
8° were also obtained. The Reynolds number based on model length and

free-stream flow varied from 2.14x107 to 3.24x107.

SYM80LS

The following symbols ue used in this report:

A area, sq ft

CD drag coefficient based on maximum body area

-.

—

#
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L

M

P

P

T.

P - Po
pressure coefficient, —

%

diameter, in.

nozzle length,

Mach nuuiber

total-pressure, lbfsq ft

static pressure, lb~sq ft

nozzle pressure ratio

dynsmic pressure, TpM2/29 fi~sq ft

radius, in.

distsmce, in.

angle

rat io

of

of

attack, deg

specific heats

Subscripts:

a

b

e

f

m

N

n

P

t

boattai.1

base

nozzle exit

friction

maximum

nozzle

nose

pressure

total
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APPARMCUS m PROCEDURE

The basic apparatus employed was a body of revolution supported in
the wind-tunnel test section by two hollow struts (fig. l(a)). The body
consisted of a parabolic nose, a cylindrical centerbody, and the sfter- %’
body and exit-nozzle configurationbeing evaluated. The hollow support $
struts served the additional purpose of ducting high-pressure ah into
the model. After entertig the mcdel this air was turned 90°, passed
through a honeycomb flow straightener, and then discharged through the
test nozzle. To avoid the possible formation of condensation shocks ti

—

the nozzle, the air was preheated to 400° F.

The basic body had a maximum diameter of 8.25 inches and was kept
at a length of 83.75 inches including the afterbodies. It WaS SO mounted _

that the resr portion of the afterbody and part of the jet coul.dbe
viewed from schlieren fidows mounted b the tunnel walls.

v

A strain-gage+pe balance was located within the forebody of the
model. With one side ~f the balance fixed or grounded to the support
struts, the entire “outerfairing of the basic body was attached to the

&

free or measuring side of the b-cc (see fig. l(b)). Balance-derived
drag forces were compared with forces obtained by an integration of
static pressures measured on various sections of the model. A more
detaiLed analysis of the data-reduction techniques employed is presented
in reference U..

A basic convergent section served as one of the nozzles as weld.as
the subsonic, or convergent, section of the two convergent-divergent
nozzles, The contour of this section was such that the acceleration of
the air versus the axial distance x from the nozzle entrance to throat

‘“ - Cos %:::Z Y-

followed the trigonometricfunction a = ~

dtiensional flow analysis). In this equation L eq
the convergent section and k equals the velocity at the throat squared
minu,sthe velocity at the nozzle entrance squared. This procedure yields
a smooth bellmouth type of nozzle. The r-ining two nozzles consisted
of this basic converging section to which was added two different
diyerging sections, having area expansion ratios of 1.44 and 1.83,
respectively. Based on one-dimensional flow-analysis, the diverging
sections were arbitrarily contowed such that the air accelerated at a

—

.

,
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constant rate of change of Mach number per inch of axial distance,
. dM/dx = 0.4. As is illustrated in figure l(c), these nozzles with ex-

pansion ratios of 1.00, 1.44, aqd 1.83 wiU hereinafter be referred to
as nozzles A, B, and C, respectively.

The tmattail surrounding each nozzle had the profile of a parabola
of revolution cut off normal to the axis of symmetry at three different
locations to fit the nozzle-exit diameters. By varyiug the length of
the upstream cylindrical.section, the trailing edges of each nozzle and
its corresponding boattail were located in the same plane for all three
configurations. A clearance of 0.1 fich between the boattail inner sur-
face sad nozzle outer surface was maintained.

The pressure ratio across the nozzle P1/po was varied from the

m.ximum available to a Jet-off condition.

Data were obtained at free-stream hfachnunibersof 2.0, 1.6, andO.6
at an sagle of attack of zero. Some data were also obtained at angles
of attack of 4° and 8° at free-stream &ch numbers of 1.6 and 2.0.

- Numerous static-pressure orifices were located along the top,
bottom, and side boattail surfaces and h the t~oat and diverging sec-
tions of the nozzle, as is illustrated in figure l(d). Base pressure

. waa measured by means of three static-pressure taps located in the
annulus between the boattail and nozzle walls.

As part of this study, a run was also made to survey the afterbody
bounda~la.yer in the region of the nozzle exit (fig. l(e)). For this
run only, five radial boundary-laygr rslcesof five total-hem tubes each
were mounted at the 90° (top), 135 , 180°, 22=, and 270° circumferential
locations.

RESUEUS AND DISCUSSION

Initially, the sfterbody drag components (pressure
tail, base &ag, and friction drag of the boattafi) ~e
smmation of these components is then made sad compared

drag of the boat-
discussed. A
with an independ-

ently deterndned total drag calculated from the strain-gage balance
measurements.

Boattail Pressure Drag

The experhnentsl boattail-pressure-drag coefficients CD of the
● a,p

three nozzles sxe presented in figure 2 as a function of the pressure

.

,
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ratio P~pO. These data are for zero angle of attack at free-strewn

Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.6, and 2.0 and were obtained frcrmthe area
.—

.

averages of the loc&

which were calculated

pressure coefficients

R
2

J

a,m

cDa,p “~ C$ dR

“m %,IU

—

from boattail pressure surveys similar to that pre- d
sented in figure 3. The curves were faired to zero pressure coeffici-mt
for the supersonic-flow cases at the point where the boattaflin.gstarts.
The pressure tap upstream of this point was at free-stresm pressure indi-
cating that the disturbance of the forebody had dissipated.

—
—

Since the throat areas of all three nozzles were the same, the boat-
tail area projected in an axial direction dmreased with an increase in
the nozzle expsnsion ratio. Of the three nozzles investigated, the
supersonic pressure drag in the jet-off condition was therefore highest
for nozzle A and least for nozzle C. In general, as the nozzle pressure ~-
ratio was increased, the jet influence on external flow caused the
static pressures on the boattail to rise, lowering the boattail drag
considerably. The jet effect was, in fact, so pronounced that negative .-
drag was obtained for the convergent nozzle configuration (nozzleA) at
free-stream lkch numbers of 1.6 and 0.6 at pressure ratios above 10.0
and 4.3, respectively. Because of this interaction, increasing the
design expansion ratio at high pressure ratio increased the boattail
pressure drag even though the boattail area was decreased.

—

The external air flowing ti a converging direction along the after-
body must make an abrupt change in direction when it encounters the noz-
zle jet stream. An oblique shockwave forms in the stresm flow (fig. 4),
end because of the presence of boun~ ~= on the boattail surface,
the pressure rise across the shock is transmitted upstream of the point

.—

of intersection of the shockwave and afterbody (ref. 10). Because of
.,

the adverse pressure gradient, the boundary layer is thickened and the
shock pattern fans out into multiple shoch--along the boattail surface.
The regions of rapidly increasing pressure coefficient along the rear
of the boattail (fig. 3 for example} confirm this ana3.ysis. When the “
pressure ratio across a given nozzle is considerably greater than the
design pressure ratio, the average internal static pressure at the noz-
zle exit is greater thti free strea~ ~d the nozzle iS satd to be under-
expanded. In this case, the flow continues to ~~d as it flow beyond
the nozzle-exit which causes an increase of strength of the previously
mentioned shock wave and forces it further forward on the boattail sur-
face. This in turn results in a greater reduction in boattail drag.

●

. ..—

e
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At a free-stre~ Wch number of 1.6, this jet effect propagated approx-
.

imately 1 diameter upstresm of the nozzle exit at a pressure ratio of 9
for nozzle B, which had a design pressure ratio of 5.75.

m
1-

&’

For the case where the stresm is subsonic, the flow over the exter-
nal boattail diffuses as it approaches the nozzle-exit station. As the
nozzle pressure ratio is imcreased, the pressure rise in the flow about
the boattail reseniblesthat of the flow ahead of a body with increasing
bluntness because of the increased spreading of the jet boundary. By
referrtig again to figure 3, it can be seen that at a free-stream Mach
number of 0.6 the jet 5nfluenced the pressure over the entire boattail
of nozzle configuration B. Similar results were observed tith the other
nozzle configurations.

Some increase in drag with increase of nozzle pressure ratio at
values of the jet pressure ratio considerably below design was indicated
for nozzle C at both Mach numbers 2.0 and 1.6 (fig. 2). This increase
may be due to entrainment effect. The entrainment of base air by the
jet would increase the local velocity over the boattail surfaces and
thus lower the local static pressure. A similar phenomenon may be en-

* countered if, as a result of high boattail.angle, the external flow is
sep~ated under jet-off condition and with jet on becomes reattached
because of entrainment. The latter appears to be the case for nozzle B

. (fig. 3) at free-stream Mach nunibersof 1.6 and2.O. As the pressure
ratio is further increased, the aspiration effect becomes small com-
pared with the previously discussed large effect of the resulting shock
pattern on the drag.

A comparison of the pressure distribution over the boattail of noz-
zle B with the results calculated by means of the potential-flow theory
of references 12 and 13 is also shown in figure 3. Generally, good
agreement was noted over most of the boattail. Since the theory was
applied over the geometrical boundary of the boattail, with an assump-
tion of no separation, disagreement restits between theov and _ri-
ment over t~ rear portion of the boattail. Aside from flow separation,

pressure feedback also occurs, resulting in a thickened boundary layer
and a distortion of the originally assumed potential flow.

Base Drag

The effect of the jet flow upon the base pressures of the three
configurations was quite similsx to the jet-flow effectiupon the resr-
most boattail pressures. The pronounced aspiration effect of the jet
at low pressure ratios is demonstrated in figure 5. Then, as the jet
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pressure ratio is raised, the trend reverses and increasing base pres-
sures ade experienced, finally producing a negative drag.

The incremental change of base pressure coefficient due to angle-
of-attack operation is presented as a function of nozzle pressure ratio
in figure 6 at free-stream Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0. In general,
increasing the angle of attack decreased the base pressure.

Friction Drag Coefficient

Because boundary-layer rakes were instaUed
tail station only (see AEWRATUSANDPROCEDURE),

at the rearmost boat-
the friation drag deter-

mined applies to the entire external body of revolution, plus any inter-
ference of the support struts. The friction drag values are plotted as
a function of nozzle pressure ratio in figure 7. A slight downward trend
in friction drag with increase of pressure ratio can be detected; how-
ever, this variation is probably within the accuracy of the data} as
only a smaU region of the total body surface is influenced by the jet
(indicated in figs. 3and 4). The canplex flow pattern and the possible
interaction of the survey rake on the boundary layer added to the uncer-
tainty of the accuracy. No friction-drag data were ccmputed at a free-
stresm Mach nunibero-f0.6 because of difficulties in computing the ex-
tent of the separation regions.

The wake survey aided in gaining some qualitative insight into how
the interference of the support strut influenced the local flow-field
distributions in the vicinity of the afterbody and nozzle exit. Result-
ing distributions for zero angle of attack =e presented in figure 8 at
high and low nozzle pressure ratios for free-stream Mach numbers of 2.0,
1.6, andO.6. As is illustratedby the lines of constant Mach nuniber
enclosing the large band near the 180° region of the plots, the relative
position end influence of the strut wake is clearly outlined.

‘1’otalDrag

Total drag values of the model fuselage obtained from strain-gage-
bal.smcemeasurements are presented in figure 9. At low pressure ratios
and at the supersonic speeds studied, the total drag increased with de-
creasing nozzle design expsmion ratio; whereas at high pressure ratios,
the drag decreased with decreasing design expansion ratio. Because the
forebody pressure drag is constant and the body total friction drag re-
mained essentially constmt with nozzle pressure ratio, the total drag
exhibits the ssme general characteristic as the summation of the boat-
tail and base drag coefficients.

*

a

.
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Figure 10 is an independent check between the force measurements
. givtig total drag and the independently determined component drags. The

comparison is made by subtracting the friction drag of figure 7, the base
drag from figure 5, and the theoretical forebody pressure drag computed
by the method of reference 14 frcm the totsl.drag in order to obtain
boattail drag. This latter result is compared with the boattail drags
(fig. 2) computed frcm pressure integration. Generally, good agreement
in trend is observed. However, the absolute force values determined by

w subtraction at a free-stream Mach number of 1.6 were somewhat higher
g than the results obtained from pressure integmtion. Better agreement
ul was noted at a free-stream Mach nuuiberof 2.0.

The increment of total drag coefficient (determinedwith the balance)
is presented as a function of nozzle pressure ratio in figure U at angles
of attack of 4° and 8°. All three nozzle configurations seemed to have
about the ssme angle-of-attack characteristics, since the data appear to
fall on a single line. Increasing the pressure ratio tended to increase
slightly the total-drag increment caused by angle-of-attack operation.

The effect of the jet on forces KLorml to the model axis during

y angle-of-attack operation was also investigated. Within the range sad

E
accuracy of the data there appeared to be no effect for @es of attack
Up to 8°, the msxbmm investigated.

●

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The drag of parabolic afterbodies surrounding one convergent and
two convergent-divergentnozzles was tivesti.gatedover a range of nozzle
pressure ratio from a jet-off condition to a pressure ratio of 12 for
free-stream l.kchnumbers of 1.6 and 2.0 and to a pressure ratio of 5 for
a stresm hch ntier of 0.6. For these ranges of variables the fallowing
conclusions were reached:

1. The interaction of the jet on the boattail caused the boattail
pressure drag to decrease markedly at high pressure ratios. Because of
this interaction, increasing the design ~sion ratio at hi@ Press~e
ratio increased the boattail pressure drag even though the boattail area
decreased because the nozzle throat area was fixed.

2. Base pressure was strongly affectedly the internal air stresm.
In the low-pressure-ratio range, base pressure was decreased; but beyond
a nozzle pressure ratio of 4.0, further increase of pressure ratio rap-
idly ticreased the base pressue for all.configurations and free-stresm
Mach numbers studied until the base pressure was well above the jet-off

. values.
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3. Iu general, increasing the angle of
pressure.

NACA RM E54B12
●

attack decreased the base
.

4. Total drag exhibited the ssme characteristics as boattail and
base drag.

— —

Lewis FM.ght Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, February 17, 1954
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(b) Cross sectionof model.

FiKUI% 1. - Continued, Experimental apparatus.
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R
I A BC

Ra

(0,0)

Dm

Equation of parabolic afterbody

Ra= 4.125 - %& (x . .*)2

Nozzle
coordinates

x %?

0.03 3.500
2.00 3.500
4.00 3.5m
%.18 3.500
5.53 3.495
5.89 3.4J.CI
6.22 3.215
6.56 2.985
6.91 2.715
7.25 2.550
7.60 2.390
7.94 2.280
8.29 2.190
8.64 2.135
8.99 2.0s5
9.33 2.060
10.02 2.035
10.70 2.032
11.41 2.030
12.10 2.030
12.60 2.062
1.3.1o2.L50
13.60 2.275
14.10 2.435
14.35 2.525
14.60 2.625
14.s5 2.750

,

—

Nozzle X* Design Expansion Boattail length Base De
(b) pressure ratio Body length diameter

rat10 ratio,
~

De/%

A o 1.89 1.00 0.1445 0.902
B

0.492
3.40 5.75 1.44 .1278 .919 .590

c 5.25 9.10 1.s3 .1146 .832 .667

aStart of nozzle contour.
bx*= length of cylindrical section to dart of boattaillng

from reference axis (x u O)

(c) Nozzle and boatkil contours (dimensions in inches).

Figure 1. - Continued. Experimental ap~atua.
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)

( )

3.55°
Total-pressure

()

c)

225°

t
270°

View of wake survey rakes from downstream station

Q
4.0+

‘“k

y~
.

.5

Nozzle-
exit station

Typical rake

(e) Position of boundary-layer rakes on afterbody (dimensions in inches).

Figure 1. - Concluded. Experimental apparatus.
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(a) Free-stream l&chzrcmber, 2.o;
nozzle pressure ratio, 1.15.

(c) I?ree-streaml.fachnumber, 1.6;
nozzle pressure ratio, 1.09.

(b) Free-str~m Mchti=, 2.Oj

mzzle pressure ratio, 11.30.

(d) I&ee-stream klachnumber, 1.6;
nozzle pressure ratio, 11.28.

.
(e) Free-stream Mach number, 0.6;
nozzle pressure ratio, 1.88.

(f) l?ree-streamMachnumber, 0.6j
nozzle pressure ratio, 5.41.

.

w Figure 4. - Schlieren photo~aphs for nozzle B.
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